Liquid intended to increase the surface sliding of the felt-covered squeegees on the smooth or gloss cast films equipped with micro-structured adhesives during application. The product reduces the risk of micro-scrapes and wrinkles during the final application with the squeegee.

**COMPOSITION:**
- Water
- < 5% of non-ionic surface-active agents

**LIQUID CHARACTERISTICS:**
- Colourless liquid
- pH value: 11

**INSTRUCTION OUTLINES:**
- Shake the bottle before use.
- Precaution:
  - handle it in well ventilated areas;
  - use gloves and suitable safety goggles.
  The safety data sheet is available on request.
- Spray the product directly on the felt-covered squeegee.
- Squeegee the film.
- Repeat the process as many times as necessary.
- For removing treatment residues, clean with a preferably dry, microfiber cloth, and use the product LASERWASH by PROTECH®.

**STORAGE:**
- Keep the MAGICSPRAY in its original container securely closed, at ambient temperature and protected from direct sunlight.
- Shelf life: 1 year if it is stored unopened in its original container.

**NOTES:**
Because of the great variety of substrates and the growing number of new applications, the installer must check the suitability of the media for each application.
All information released are originated from laboratory measurements on a regular basis. However, it does not constitute a binding warranty. The seller is not held accountable for not directly related damages beyond the replacement value of the purchased product. All specifications are subject to potential changes without prior notice. Updates of our specifications are automatically available on our website at www.hexis-graphics.com.